SURFACE PREPARATION

JACKHAMMER
TROLLEY JHT-U2
Remove floor tiles, parquetry and mortar beds
THE MAKINEX JACKHAMMER TROLLEY is a versatile
demolition tool that removes floor tiles, parquetry, and
mortar beds. It can also prepare surfaces by removing
residue from tile beds and concrete floors.

CHALLENGE ON THE JOB?

- Taking up tiles is a tough physical job -

no one likes doing it
On the job back and neck injuries that
costs time and money

Makinex Flippable Wide Chisel Jackhammer Attachment
-75mm (3in) wide harden steel chisel with flippable edges
allows for more even wearing

SOLUTIONS

	Makinex Jackhammer Trolley gets the job
done up to 6 x faster
 Adjustable angle with foot plates allows
you to remove tiles with less effort
	Built in anti vibration features to reduce
operator fatigue
	Ensuring your staff have the best tools for
the job
	Suits most 16kg (35lb) jackhammers
	Removes a variety of floor coverings
Tile Smasher Jackhammer Attachment
-Machined from a single block of steel with no moving plates, 		
results in no shearing of bolts
-Fitted with 150mm (6in) wide high tensile steel replaceable blade

JACKHAMMER TROLLEY SPECIFICATIONS AND COMPATIBILITY
SPECIFICATIONS

COMPATIBILITY

Dimensions

Weight

Suitable for the following 16kg (35lb) jackhammer models:

L 1000mm (3ft 3in) x

27.5kg (60.6lb)

Bosch GSH16

Hitachi H65

W 400mm (1ft 3in) x

Dewalt D25901K-XE

Makita 1307 & 1317

H 300mm (12in)

Hilti 1000 & 1500

Spare blades available
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The JHT suits most 16kg jackhammers.

I am able to complete jobs
faster, which allows me to
bid and win more jobs.
Don Preston, LMS Restoration

Secondary anti vibration systems
Suits most 16kg (35 lb) jackhammers

Foot plate for
extra leverage

Primary anti vibration system

Shanks to suit most hammers

Multi angle adjustments

ACCESSORIES
1. Makinex Flippable Wide Chisel Jackhammer attachment 75mm
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2. Tile Smasher Complete-Hilti Style Shank
3. Tile Smasher Complete-Universal Short Shank
4. Tile Smasher Blade (only)
5. Hex Head Bolts
6. Handle Grips
7. Brake Lever & Cable

Please refer to page 27 for part numbers

>> Visit our website to see the Jackhammer Trolley in use

1300 795 953 · www.makinex.com.au
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